In this study we report on potential drug-drug interactions between drugs occurring in patient clinical 33 data. Results are based on relationships in SemMedDB, a database of structured knowledge extracted 34 from all MEDLINE citations (titles and abstracts) using SemRep. The core of our methodology is to con-35 struct two potential drug-drug interaction schemas, based on relationships extracted from SemMedDB.
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a b s t r a c t 32 In this study we report on potential drug-drug interactions between drugs occurring in patient clinical 33 data. Results are based on relationships in SemMedDB, a database of structured knowledge extracted 34 from all MEDLINE citations (titles and abstracts) using SemRep. The core of our methodology is to con- 35 struct two potential drug-drug interaction schemas, based on relationships extracted from SemMedDB. 36 In the first schema, Drug1 and Drug2 interact through Drug1's effect on some gene, which in turn affects 37 Drug2. In the second, Drug1 affects Gene1, while Drug2 affects Gene2. Gene1 and Gene2, together, then 38 have an effect on some biological function. After checking each drug pair from the medication lists of each 39 of 22 patients, we found 19 known and 62 unknown drug-drug interactions using both schemas. For 40 example, our results suggest that the interaction of Lisinopril, an ACE inhibitor commonly prescribed 41 for hypertension, and the antidepressant sertraline can potentially increase the likelihood and possibly 42 the severity of psoriasis. We also assessed the relationships extracted by SemRep from a linguistic per- 43 spective and found that the precision of SemRep was 0.58 for 300 randomly selected sentences from 44 MEDLINE. Our study demonstrates that the use of structured knowledge in the form of relationships from 45 the biomedical literature can support the discovery of potential drug-drug interactions occurring in 46 patient clinical data. Moreover, SemMedDB provides a good knowledge resource for expanding the range 47 of drugs, genes, and biological functions considered as elements in various drug-drug interaction 48 pathways. DDIs can be identified through several approaches, including 109 in vitro pharmacology experiments [7, 8] , in vivo clinical pharma-110 cology studies [8, 9] , and pharmacoepidemiology studies [10] . some of these interactions may be indirectly derived from the sci-118 entific literature [11] or drug-related documents [12] examined.
269
Step 2: Predication extraction from SemMedDB (Fig. 1C) Step 3: Gene name normalization. We used the downloadable 
298
Step 4: DDI discovery pathways ( This ensures that both drugs have an independent effect on the 321 function and the function is not an established effect of either drug.
322
Step 5 mine the reliability of the annotations. We adopted the F-measure Table 7 ). The distribution of the number of pred- psoriasis. As noted above, lisinopril is noted to increase VIP (PMID: Table 2 Predications and corresponding sentences that generated the chain in Among these proteins, actin in aortic smooth muscle (ACTA2), calmodulin, S100-A6, S100-A10, S100-A11, thioredoxin, lactadherin and heat-shock protein 105 kDa were found to be closely relevant with the clinical effects of is not intended to replace current approaches to DDI alert systems. 
Table 4
Predications and corresponding sentences that generated the chain in Fig. 6 . Arguments in sentences are underlined and predicate-indicating terms are bold and italic.
Predication
Sentence ( we envision this system to suggest potential causes for unex- study [35] . In that study, the agreement for all predicate types -623 including but not limited to those discussed in this paper -was 624 found to be 0.536 between annotators GR and HK. We used a rather strict criterion for validation of the extracted 683 predications, requiring that the relationship be clearly asserted in 684 the source sentence from the text to be considered a true positive.
685
Inferences were considered to be false positives. This was espe-686 cially relevant in titles. For example, from the title below (9) Fig. 8 . Precision-recall curve for substance interaction predications with verbal predicates. Fig. 9 . Plot of precision, recall, and F-measure by argument distance for drugfunction predications with verbal predicates. 
687
SemRep produces a predication (10) that may be true but it is not 688 fully supported in the title. result of our analysis was that object distance had much more sig-736 nificance than subject distance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12 .
737
When subject distance is greater than 1, F-measure is generally 738 consistent across all subject distance thresholds but steps up for 739 each increase in object distance.
740
The increase in F-measure (and recall without a decline in pre- 
